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Bits and Pieces 

Time sure flies even during these Covid19 times. It is hot today, which tells me that August is fast approaching. 
At this time, we are working on a few incidentals for the specialty. For instance, we will have pizza and bottled 
water for lunch, and coffee and donuts available for breakfast. I may even get a couple of cases of lemonade if it 
is reasonable. We may have the raffle, but I feel it should be downsized although I know Mickey has it all from 
last year. She is experiencing a health issue right now, but plans on being ready in August. 

I also have decided to drop the Patron’s page this year, and just have a trophy donation page. Shari tried to 
collect some patrons at the Golden Triangle specialty and had only 1 donation as folks said they didn’t have the 
money with them. I could ask someone to try at the National but that has also been a tough go as it puts a 
burden on someone. 

I am hoping the back to back specialties can save money too as we will eliminate 2 hospitality issues. I think 
people are accepting the new show format as there will still be 2 supported shows at LCKC. 

I have sent the premium list to Judy Lowther for editing to get ready to post on the website and send out. We 
will take entries online this year as she does have the means to take them. 
 

We will still have our tent in the same area as we have always had it and there will be no car or van parking 
charges. There will be motor home fees which will be in the premium list. I am hoping this goes well as we 
think that the privacy issue for our specialties will be less hectic as the only shows on Friday will be specialties 
which will all have their own areas. 

The minutes are attached in the pdf format with this newsletter. 
Jackie 

Anyone traveling to the National next week have a safe trip and good luck!  
****************************************************************************** 
Please find enclosed my donation to the 2021 ISCO Specialty trophy fund. 

Name: ____________________________________________________ 
Please print clearly exactly how it is to be in the catalog) DEADLINE July 31st. 

Amount____________ 

Please remit to: Ron Caffo, treasurer, make checks payable to ISCO 

http://www.irishsetterclubofohio.com/
mailto:dipauls@aol.com


4605 Kew Dr., North Olmsted, OH 44070-2466 

We will happily accept your pledge by email. Send to caffo@wowway.com.  

Please make sure you get a reply that it has been received! 

gs That Will Make Us Happier and He 
10 Things We Can Learn From Our Dogs That Will Make Us Happier and Healthier Humans 

By Lisa Zawistowski, Contributor 

1. Live in the moment. I don't have all the elaborate memories of the past or thoughts about the future and 
it seems like I have it better. Because of this each day is new and singular with great possibilities untainted by 
the lens of past experiences that humans use to evaluate new events. I am not weighted with past 
disappointments. I don't predict the future, good or bad. I simply take each day as it comes. This moment is all 
either of us has for sure. Relax, play and definitely chase your tail if you want. 

2. Forgive. Even if you were gone all day, are too busy to take me for a long walk or yell at me when you're 
mad, my feelings may be hurt but I forgive you immediately. I'm still happy to see you. I meet you where you 
are without judgment, thoughts of how I would change you or residue from yesterday and the day before. I 
don't analyze why you did the thing you did. I don't need to understand it. I simply forgive you. The past is 
gone and time is precious. Every day matters. 

3. Reward yourself with treats once in a while. It's OK. Treats are good! Treats are part of being in the 
moment, showing love and appreciation to yourself and those around you. When you give me a treat, I am 
reminded that you love me and I love you right back. Treats can be small and include the time we spend 
together away from the complicated busy-ness of the world. 

4. Take good care of yourself. Take naps, clean your fur, get exercise, go to the groomers, get regular 
checkups, take walks in nature and enjoy life without guilt. Make time each day for basic care so you are vital 
and ready for challenges like scaring the mailman away (again!) and opportunities like meeting friends at the 
dog beach or Frisbee in the park. Be the best you and I'll be the best me so we can have many happy days 
together. 

5. Attitude is everything (and body language and tone of voice matter). I'm happy to see you when 
you get home. Period. It doesn't matter what happened in my day or yours. I wag my happiest tail wag and 
greet you at the door. You pet me and use your cheery voice. Sometimes you're not happy when you get here 
but then you see how happy I am to see you and you become happy too. You're welcome. We're here together 
now and that's what matters. 

6. Walk in nature. You'll feel better and I'll feel better. I'll pee on things and reestablish my place in the 
neighborhood and you will notice the natural beauty and let the stress of the day go. You will think the ducks at 
the lake look lovely and peaceful and I will want to sniff and chase them but it's all good. 

7. Hugs matter (and kisses even if you have dog breath). Touch matters. I want to sit next to you and 
lie next to you and look you in the eyes so you will know how much I love you because I can't put it into words 
and neither can most humans. So I will show you. 

8. Know your real needs. We don't need a lot of stuff. I don't want a new bone. I want the one that is just a 
blackened piece of a former bone that has been stuck under the couch guarded by a gigantic dust bunny for the 
last two months. It's good enough. I don't need a fancy collar; I need just enough so that if I crawl under the 
fence someone knows how to return me to you. And I only need toys that we play with together. 

9. Take time for the simple things (like laying on the furniture together). I'll watch whatever shows 
you want to watch and they don't even have to have animals in them. How many humans do you know that 
would do that? It doesn't matter that I don't like the Real Housewives of anywhere but I'm lying next to you 
and you're happy. That's enough. And then sometimes we watch Animal Planet or Cesar Milan (and I get to see 
dogs who don't know how to behave- and you are reminded that I'm a good dog). 
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10. Love is the only thing that really matters. If you are breathing, it's a good day. Neither of us is perfect 
and it doesn't matter. Real love sees no flaws. And when I get old and my eyesight isn't so good and my fur is 
more raggedy than the Velveteen Rabbit, you will love me anyway, to the end of my days. And I will do the 
same for you as long as I can and after. 

Dogs have it figured out or at least by virtue of their less developed brains have an easier time feeling content 
and peaceful -- elements of happiness. Happiness is so much simpler than you might think. Real happiness is 
uncomplicated by life events, how much money you have or don't have, what you have accomplished or not 
accomplished and is beyond what you feel good or guilty about. 


